
Curriculum Snapshot for First Grade 

Literacy Work Stations 
1. Pocket Chart 

-students work in a small group at the pocket chart. The complete 

phonics and literacy sorting activities and record their learning on 

paper.   

      2. Work on Writing  

 -provides additional support for students to become effective 

 writers 

-daily writing practice  

 -grammar lessons 

 -independent writing, assigned writing and creative writing 

      3. Read to Someone: EEKK (elbow to elbow, knee to knee) 

-reading with someone helps readers, especially developing 

readers, become more self- sufficient and less reliant on the 

teacher for assistance. 

 -increases reading involvement, attention and collaboration 

     4. Research Station  

 -Reading non-fiction texts in various formats. 

-Recording what they have learned from their reading, or looking 

at the pictures.  

    5. Word Work 

 - Students work on making words during a variety of different 

 activities. 

 

MATH 

Number Sense: 

 -awareness of numbers and their values 

 -greater than, less than, equal to <,>,= 

Data Analysis and Probability: 

 -identifying different types of graphs and their parts 

 - likely, less likely 



 

Geometry: 

  -identifying shapes and their attributes 

Algebra: 

 -sorting, classify, exploring number patterns, missing addends 

Measurement: 

 -temperature, linear, volume, time, money 

Computation: 

 -Addition and subtraction up to 12 

Place value 

Fractions 

Problem Solving- using mathematical knowledge daily, with a weekly 

focus  

 

SCIENCE 
Plant and Animal Parts 

 -How are animals alike/different 

 -What different parts animals have? 

 -What different parts plants have?  

 -How do plants and animals sense things? 

 -How do plants and animals stay safe? 

 -How do plants and animals take in water, food, air and light? 

 -How do plants and animals stay safe? 

 

Light and Sound 

 -How does light help you see? 

 -How does light travel? 

 -How are shadows made? 

 -How is sound made? 

 -How does sound travel? 

 -How do people use light and sound to send messages? 

 

 



Sky Patterns 

 -What do you see in the sky? 

 -Where is the sun in the sky? 

 -How long is the sun in the sky? 

 -Where is the moon in the sky? 

 -Where are the stars in the sky? 

 

SOCIAL STUDIES 
Communities 

 -school rules, economics (needs vs. wants) 

Neighborhoods 

 -our city 

Our Country 

 -heroes, elections, history 

Our World 

 

Geography 

 -maps, map keys, features of land  

TECHNOLOGY 

Computer skills 

READING 

Students will bring home a reading bag every night with a book at their 

reading level. Please listen to your child read and assist as needed.  

Please write your initials on the communication page and return their 

reading bag the next day so they can exchange their book.   

 

  



    


